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The Rogue Story

One of my mates asked me to design a hat for him to wear in the bush. He said that there 

was nothing he’d seen in the shops that was ‘right’. I asked him what was ‘right’.

“Leather”, he said “all leather and it must be the right colour. It must have a wide curved 

brim with a stiffener around the edge to keep the shape even if I drive over it.”

So we stitched it double in case he does.

“Shape.” He said. “Get the shape right and call it ‘Rogue’ and I’ll be your first customer.”

So we did and he was...

I see him often and he still wears that hat. He designed your hat – we only make them.

How do I protect myself from UV rays?

Wear a Hat!

According to the American Cancer Society, a hat with at least a 50 - 75mm brim all round 

is ideal because it protects areas such as the ears, eyes, forehead, nose and scalp that are 

often exposed to intense sun.

ROGUE full leather or canvas hats have a brim size of between 60 - 80mm and deliver 

excellent Ultraviolet Protection, a UPF 50+ or 97% block-out of harmful UVA/UVB 

radiation.

Where you see the sun icon throughout this brochure you can be sure 

that you will be safe from even the harshest African sun.

 



Dear Valued Customer

Southern Africa has a rich heritage of outdoor living and a strong pioneering spirit. We live 

in a region with vast open areas, abundant wildlife, fantastic scenery and beautiful weather. 

Put this together and we have an environment conducive to leisure travel and adventure.

Now in our 36th year of operation, Selke Leathercraft is producing an exciting range of  

ROGUE products in leather and canvas, aimed at meeting the growing demand from our 

customers for quality and good value. Our goods are very proudly Southern African made 

in our two factories in Hazyview and Mozambique and the increased demand for our 

products locally and internationally has underlined the legacy of the brand, whilst retaining 

our core values and being true to our origins.

Selke Leathercraft is highly focused on being innovative and progressive in new product 

design. Our recent developments include the Pack-A-Way range of folding hats, our Big 5 

Collection of game leather articles and our most recent development – Tin Cloth – offers 

an exciting and unique addition to our range of products, the full possibilities of which have 

yet to be explored.

This new catalogue offers you, our customer the most comprehensive collection of Rogue 

headwear, luggage, footwear and belts to date. The products we make, we use and when 

we use them they must be good and stay true to the authenticity of the Outdoors.

Yours Sincerely

Trevor Selke
www.rogue.co.za

Namibia Dead Vlei 2011 – Enrico Nunziati (Italy) 
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The most genuine of leathers, as it retains 
all the natural markings and texture of the 
original hide, with the minimum treatment. 
Rogue 2mm fullgrains are dyed to colour 
and treated with a blend of oils and waxes 
to give a supple yet durable end product, 
becoming softer and more attractive with 
wear and age.

Rogue Fullgrain Leather

109T Nomad (Tan)  
Medium brim, plaited hat band 

Colours: 109B (Black) 

127X Explorer
Waxy fullgrain leather.  

Broad brim with  
flyband and chinstrap

Colour: Oxblood

109X Nomad (Oxblood)  
Medium brim, plaited hat band 

Colours: 109B (Black) 

127T Explorer (Tan)  
Broad brim, fly-band & chinstrap 

127B Explorer (Black)  
Broad brim, fly-band & chinstrap 
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508B Inyati
Genuine Buffalo leather hat.
Medium brim with fly-band

502B Inyati Breezy
Genuine Buffalo leather hat.

mesh crown and plaited hat-band

527XC Savuti
2mm fullgrain leather with broad  

brim and Crocodile leather hat-band.  

510PC Chobe (Old Suede/Croc)
2mm Old suede leather hat. 
Broad brim with Crocodile 
leather hat-band.

An exclusive range of headwear in Genuine Buffalo 
or with Genuine Crocodile hatbands.  All the leather 
used in the manufacturing of Rogue hats and bags 
is sourced from commercial farms or other legal 
entities from within southern Africa. Rogue supports 
ethical wildlife management.

Rogue Game Leathers



Tunisia 2010 – Cristian Popescu (Romania) 
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Our Rogue Suede hats are crafted 
from superior grade 2mm suede 
leather and are available in three brim 
sizes and a variety of colours – Khaki, 
Stone, Choc and Old Suede. A softer 
leather with a more ‘rugged’ bush 
look, suede has it’s own distinct 
appearance and attraction.

104C Floppy (Choc)  
Small brim, soft foldable suede hat 

106K Bush Hat (Khaki)  
Medium brim with thong hat-band  

Colours: 106S (Stone),106C (Choc)

110P One Ten (Old Suede)  
Broad brim with fly-band & chinstrap 

Colours: 110K (Khaki),  
110S (Stone), 110C (Choc)

107K Original (Khaki)  
Medium brim suede bush hat  

with plaited hat-band 
Colours: 107S (Stone) 

107C (Choc)

201K Jock (Khaki)  
Broad brim, high crown with fly-band & 

chinstrap 
Colours: 201S (Stone), 201C (Choc)

Rogue Suede
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Rogue Breezy
A popular option in warmer climates, made 
with our Cotton Mesh crowns across the full 
range – Fullgrain, Suede and Canvas. Better 
and more effective than eyelets, the mesh gives 
all-round air flow for a ‘cool’ head on a hot day.  
The Breezy comes standard with a forehead 
protector.

The mesh used in our BREEZY range 
constitutes more than 3% of the 
component quantity therefore we 

are unable to claim a UPF 50+ factor. However. 
the hat is cooler and the broad brim does 
protect the eyes, nose and ears to the same 
level as the others.

304L Airhead (Olive)  
510g canvas, mesh crown,  

plaited hat-band with chinstrap.  
Colours: 304D (Sand) 

302T Breezy (Tan)   
2mm Fullgrain leather 

with cotton mesh 
crown and fly-band  

Colour: 302X 
(Oxblood) 

301P Breezy (Old Suede)  
2mm Waxed Suede, cotton  
mesh crown with fly-band.  

Colours: 301C (Choc) 
301S (Stone), 301K (Khaki)

304DSA SA Flag (Sand)  
Broad brim cotton canvas with  

mesh crown, South Africa  
hat-band and chinstrap.

304LSA (Olive)  

Nianing, 80kms south of Dakar – Sofia Henriques (Portugal) 
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Lighter in weight and more affordable than leather, our Canvas 
hats are made from 100% cotton in a 510g weight. Soil and 
Water resistant, the hats are available in 4 colours – Sand, Olive, 
Natural and Camo. Our new addition “Packer” has a smaller brim 
with fullgrain leather trim and large mesh eyelets.

Rogue Canvas

306DSA SA Flag (Sand)  
Broad brim cotton canvas with South Africa 

hat-band and chinstrap. Colour: 306LSA (Olive)

306D Kalahari (Sand)  
Broad brim cotton canvas with fly-band and 

chinstrap. Colour: 306L (Olive)

407N Packer (Off-white)  
510g cotton canvas hat, fullgrain leather trim 

with mesh eyelets 



407D Packer (Sand)  
510g cotton canvas hat, 

fullgrain leather trim with 
mesh eyelets 

407L Packer (Olive)  
510g cotton canvas hat, fullgrain 

leather trim with mesh eyelets 
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Rogue Tin Cloth
Back in the 1800’s, loggers, miners and 
outdoorsmen around the world relied on  
the strength and durability of waxed canvas to 
protect them from the elements. In logger’s  
slang, ‘Tin Cloth’ referred to the stiffness, water 
resistance and strength of the cloth they made. 
And so it was born – Tin Cloth, – made from 
100% Cotton Canvas in a 510g weight and 
impregnated with a blend of natural oils and 
waxes. In a world of synthetics and cheap trash, 
why not re-create a Legend? Tin Cloth is a  
unique fabric that improves with wear and age.

405TD Tin Cloth Legend 
(Sand) 
510g waxed cotton canvas, 
twin layered top and brim with 
fullgrain leather trim and mesh 
eyelets.

405TL Tin Cloth Legend (Olive) 
510g waxed cotton canvas, twin layered 
top and brim with fullgrain leather trim and 
mesh eyelets 
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Rogue Pack-A-Way
The Pack-A-Way is a quality Rogue design that simply  
folds up into a bag in 3 easy steps. Available in a  
fullgrain leather (1.4mm), oily suede or  
with a Breezy crown. Pack-A-Way hats are ideal  
for easy travel packing and storage.

173X Pack-A-Way Breezy (Oxblood)  
1.4mm fullgrain leather with cotton mesh

173C Pack-A-Way Breezy (Choc)  
1.4mm oily suede leather with cotton mesh

170X Pack-A-Way Nomad (Oxblood)  
1.4mm fullgrain leather Medium brim

171C Pack-A-Way Bush Hat (Choc)  
1.4mm oily suede leather Medium brim

1

3

2
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Rogue Footwear – Boots

RB1 Trail Boot 
2mm Fullgrain cowhide leather boot, bellows 

tongue with padded collar and light tread sole. 
RB2 Trail Boot: With rubber grip sole.

RBK Tracker 
2mm Fullgrain oxblood leather high boot with 

full height tongue and rubber grip sole.

RB5 Trans Africa 
2mm Fullgrain leather upper with 1mm 
inner lining. Full bellows tongue, padded 
collar with speed loops and rubber grip 
sole. Water-resistant. Colour: Oxblood.

When we started making footwear in 1976, we set out 
to make functional, hard-working and durable footwear. 
Using superior leathers, rubber or TPR soles and quality 
fittings, we produce a wide range of boots, half-boots and 
casual footwear.  All our footwear is constructed using the 
tried-and-tested Stitchdown method for comfort. Our new 
shoe moulds are all in half-sizes for a more generous and 
spacious fit.

RH3 Rogue Scorpion
2mm Suede and Canvas ankle boot with padded 

collar and light tread sole.

Swaziland Lowveld 2011
Carol Kendrick (United Kingdom)
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Rogue Footwear – Half Boots & Casual

RS2 Rogue Storm 
Elastic sided pull-on boot.  
2mm leather uppers with 

leather linings Light tread sole. 

RL4 Lodge Slip-on
Fullgrain tan waxy leather upper,  
elastic gusset and light TPR sole. 

RV5  Work Shoe,  RV-6B Buffalo Vellie, RKV-6B Kiddies Buffalo Vellie 2mm leather uppers. Veldskoen 
cut with light tread rubber sole. Buffalo Vellies 2mm upper in Genuine Buffalo

RHI Half Boot 
2mm Fullgrain tan waxy leather, padded collar 

with bellows tongue and light tread sole. 
RH2Half Boot: With rubber grip sole.

RV1 Rogue Vellie
2mm Suede ankle boot with padded collar and light 

tread sole.
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Rogue RAF Pilot Bag
Unashamedly a copy of an original pilot bag 
from the 1950’s – Just brilliant! 510g heavy 
cotton canvas with leather trim and heavy-duty 
lockable brass zip. Tie-down d-rings  
with inside snap hooks, pockets and  
boot cover.  The label says it all…

RTG-9D RAF Pilot Bag (Sand)
510g cotton canvas with  
fullgrain leather trim
L70cm x H35cm x W26cm

RTG-9G RAF Pilot Bag (Grey)
510g cotton canvas with fullgrain leather trim

L70cm x H35cm x W26cm

RTG-9L RAF Pilot Bag (Olive)
510g cotton canvas with  

fullgrain leather trim
L70cm x H35cm x W26cm
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Rogue Travel Gear – Buffalo

RTG7-B Buffalo Sling
Genuine Buffalo leather  

multi-purpose shoulder bag

RTG5-B Buffalo Aviator
Medium size overnight cabin bag 
in Genuine Buffalo leather. Brass zips  
with lockable sliders
L48cm x H26cm x W30cm

Our products are designed to be stylish enough 
to be seen in the right circles but strong enough 
to be thrown around an African safari campsite. 
From 2mm all-leather to a combination of 
heavy-weight canvas and leather with brass 
fittings and zips, We believe we’ve got the 
product for the job.  At a fair price too.
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RTG-2L Long Weekender (Olive)
Large canvas bag, leather trim and shoulder sling 

L70cm x H32cm x W26cm

RTG-1 Weekender
A medium sized over-night travel bag 

in 510g cotton canvas and fullgrain 
leather trim and internal zip pocket  

L50cm x H32cm x W26cm

RTG-10 JR Daypack (Sand)
A handy canvas and leather  

multi-purpose back-pack. 510g canvas 
with oxblood leather trim. 

RTG10L (Olive)

Rogue Travel Gear

Chilojo Cliffs, Gonarezhou, Zimbabwe.  
Selke collection , 20l1

RTG-8 Safari/Blanket Bag
Rip-stop canvas, waterproof

L100cm x H34cm x W38cm
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Rogue Travel Gear

RTG-6 Bush Bag
510g Cotton canvas Sling bag, leather trim

Sand (RTG-6D), Olive (RTG-6L)

RTG-7 Field Bag
2.2mm Fullgrain cowhide leather sling bag

RTG-12 Sahara
A new evolution in Travel Gear.  

An eye-catching weekend bag in  
2mm Doebuck leather, fully lined with 
inside pocket. Leather is soil-resistant.

RTG-3 North Africa
2.2mm Fullgrain cowhide large leather over-night bag. 

Brass zips with lockable sliders.
L55cm x H26cm x W30cm

RTG-5 Aviator
2.2mm Fullgrain cowhide leather over-night cabin bag. 

Brass zips with lockable sliders.
L48cm x H26cm x W30cm
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Rogue Tin Cloth Bags

RTG-1TD Weekender (Sand)
L50cm x H32cm x W26cm

RTG-1TL Weekender (Olive)
L50cm x H32cm x W26cm

Made from Rogue’s unique Tin Cloth Cotton 
Canvas. Finished with genuine leather trim and 
brass fittings. These hard wearing bags are water 
and soil resistant. Available in Tin Cloth Sand 
(RTG-1TD) or Olive (RTG-1TL)

Save River, Zinave Mozambique,  
Selke collection , 2011
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RGB-35 Buffalo Belt
35mm Genuine Buffalo  

rolled edge belt.

RGB-35P Buffalo Belt
35mm Genuine Buffalo 

woven rolled edge leather belt

RGV 30N (Brown)
35mm Genuine Wildebeest veg-tanned  

leather belt. RGV35B – Black

RMB-1 Money Belt
SECRET Zip pocket. 35mm veg leather belt 
with 40mm long zip pocket for rolled notes

RGC-35 Crocodile Leather Belt
35mm Genuine Crocodile belt.

RGC-40mm – Ladies belt.

RD- 30, 35, 40 (Oxblood)
30, 35 & 40mm Plain rolled edge belt 

RT - Tan, RB - Black

RMB-1 Money Belt
35mm Veg-tan money belt with 
hidden zip. Colour: Dark Brown.

Back in 1992 it was unheard to make a  
rolled edge belt in South Africa
“What’s the difference?” people asked.
“Hand-crafted quality.”
 Each Rogue belt is hand-folded and then 
stitched, giving our belts a unique edge. We use 
superior fullgrain leather, genuine leather backing 
and quality fittings. That’s the difference!

Rogue Rolled Edge Belts
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Matopos   
Short sleeve shirt with a traditional collar

Colours: Taupe, Olive and Khaki

Rogue Clothing

Livingstone 
Long sleeve shirt with a unique 3-way fold-out collar

Colours: Taupe, Olive and Khaki

Rogue shirts have been introduced to 
compliment our existing outdoor range and 
are manufactured in southern Africa for African 
conditions. Available in 100% cotton in long or 
short sleeves, in 3 colours – olive, taupe and 
khaki. 
Available sizes: small – 3XL Runde River – Gonarezhou, Zimbabwe – 2011 

Selke Collection 
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RKF2 Crocodile Keyfob

RSM–1L (Olive) 
Canvas Shooting Mat

RRB – Genuine Buffalo 
Rifle Bag

RSB1L (Olive) – Padded Canvas Shotgun Bag
RSB1L (Sand)

RFS Assorted Fly Swatters

RLT–1 Luggage TagsRNP1 Knife Pouch - Assorted leathers

RKF1 Assorted Fullgrain Keyfobs  

RLF1 (15ml) RLF2 (120ml) Leather food

RGT– 2 (Long) RTG–1 Short Canvas Gaiters

RGT3  
Suede leather 

Gaiters
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www.rogue.co.za

Head Office 

Selke Leathercraft, De Rust Farm, Hazyview Mpumalanga RSA

P.O. Box 467 Hazyview 1242

Tel: +27 (0)13 737 7523

Fax:: +27 (0)13 737 7528

Email: rogue@mweb.co.za 

www.rogue.co.za

Rogue Retail Store 

Perry’s Bridge Trading Post, Main Road, Hazyview

South African Retail 

Rogue merchandise is available from most leading  

outdoor stores and at selected curio and gift shops.

International & Trade Enquiries: 

Contact Rogue Head Office for details on our International 

Distributors or visit our website www.rogue.co.za



To view the entire Rogue Product Range visit 
www.rogue.co.za

Agents Details:


